
Everyone in Vladivostok walks along this street. Everyone passes this railway station but nobody 
notices it mainly because there is nothing interesting in it. In my opinion, this station keeps its own 
history and is very special to older generations. My mother told me how she arrived at this station 
every morning to get to the university. The life of many people, one way or another, is connected to 
this place.

Varvara Kurdakova



This street is called 'Admiral Fokin Street'. While walking along this street you can see fantastic, 
simply wonderful view of the sky. Also, beautiful buildings are lined up, so this makes the view 
even much better. These nice views attract many people to walk along the street.

Gitae Yang



When you go the hill, you can see all the view of the center and the Golden Bridge, which is a 
landmark of Vladivostok. I love this place because I can feel its active and unique atmosphere

Jung Gawon



In this photo you may see an old, desolated church, but it's not a usual one.  I was baptized there 
15 years ago. So, when I'm walking past the church in Sadgorod, I feel that it's a small important 
part of my history and my life,  that I should never forget. 

 Sonya Samoilenko



The city of fogs – it keeps its mystery, its illusions… Vladivostok enchants both tourists 
and citizens. It's a city of fogs and dreams…My city…

Konstantin Zorin



Street Art
It speaks to me
Tells me about the secrets,
The history, the culture
Of the city around us.
Don't cover it up, share it with other people.
Take it in, let it inspire you.

                                 Emma Holm-Olsen



Emma Holm-Olsen



"You are always looking at her. You look at her too much. It is dangerous to look at people in such 
fashion. Something terrible may happen." Oscar Wilde, Salomé. 

Voloshina Maria



My favorite part of the day is 
early morning. That 
morning I was going up the 
stairs and I saw unnaturally 
pink light coming from the 
window. The sunrise was 
changing every minute. I 
think that was the most 
beautiful sunrise I've ever 
seen. 

Alena Demenok



The view of the Russian Bridge from Tokarevskaya Koshka, which is a favourite walking place 
for many citizens. The lighthouse is also located there. 

 Timofey Taran



This picture was taken from 
the terrace of the cafe in 
Maliy Gum. I like this place 
because the center of our city 
can be seen well, also you can 
take some good pictures from 
there.

Zlata Loeva



This picture was taken in the very center of the city but not everyone can tell where it is 
located. I like this place because it is so near to all places where touristis walk but still 
unknown to them.

Ekaterina Prokopenko 



I like this picture and this place just because you look at birds and you can feel free. 
Like they are.

 Ekaterina Prokopenko



This is Central Department store (the old yard). It's one of my favorite places in our city. I like 
to spend my free time there, hanging out with friends or just chilling there alone, enjoying the 
atmosphere.

Sofia Zvenyatskaya



This place is located in Sadgorod. If you walk 
around in the forest, you may find lots of stone 
tunnels like in the picture. It might be flooded 
or overgrown with grass, that's why it looks 
really mystically and fantastic like you go into 
a fairytale. When I was small I used to say: 
'Echo lives here'.

Sonya Samoilenko



This is a cable car, which is located 
in the city center. If you go by it, you 
can see the most beautiful side of 
Vladivostok.

Jung Gawon



This place is located near hotel 
Hyundai.
This statue is made of some metal 
details, which probably used to be 
details from old things. Perhaps it 
was made to protect the house 
nearby or to create the anti-lonely 
atmosphere because it looks like 
the statue is moving. Also, this 
statue appears as an embodiment 
of modern art.

Ekaterina Drozdova



When you walk down Vladivostok streets, you can see a variety of street art, which is witty, 
beautiful, has a good, sometimes satirical sense. It can be the real charm to find some new 
street art, walking along the streets and taking photos.

Jung Gawon



The sunset over Amur Bay

Polina Shkliaeva
The fog is covering the city



Funicular is one of Vladivostok attractions. It's a unique kind of transport, which exists only in two cities – Sochi and Vladivostok. It has 
been working since 1962. Funicular is located on the Eagle Hill and faces The Golden Horn Bay. Here are some facts about it:
1.      The length of the railway - 183 metres
2.      The travelling time -  1,5 minutes
3.      Working hours – 7am- 9 pm.
5. Fare – 3 kopecks (1980), 6 roubles (2010), 8 roubles ( 2012), 9 roubles ( 2014), 11 roubles (2015 ), 12 roubles (2016 )
 Aleksandra Kafanova, Ilona Hliustova



The Monument to the Fighters for Soviet Power is very dear to me as reminds us of our 
heroic past.

Maria Shtelnikova



The world is full of beauty. 
Just notice it.

Alena Demenok



The sunset. The photo is made 
on board the ship. Rynda Bay.

 Larisa Babakohian
 



"Ocean" is a cinema in Vladivostok. It's  the largest cinema 
in the Far East. It was built in 1969. The cinema is located 
in the place liked by many citizens, quite near the seashore.  
Preparations for its construction began in September 1963. 
The original plan of the cinema had 1350 seats but now it's 
much bigger.
Nowadays "Ocean" is the best cinema in Vladivostok 
because it has IMAX and the ticket costs only 200 RUB. On 
holidays I often go there with my friends.
Krasnoshapka Ivan  


